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ABSTRACT: Life writing provides a rich field of representation for Iraq War veterans. The genre provides them the necessary grounds to refute unwanted identities and claim the ones wished-for or believed-to-have. American politicians and military authorities have attributed Americans soldiers certain characteristics and roles before and during the war. Such interpellation leads to a symbolic interaction within the group as well as within oneself, making the authors feel pressured about fitting their behaviors in the symbolic definition of the American provided by the authorities. In Ryan Smithson’s 2009 Iraq War memoir Ghosts of War: The True Story of A 19-Year-Old GI, being interpellated into a certain subject position forces Smithson into an ideological position. Many war narratives reflect this pressure whether or not they support the war. In Smithson’s memoir, however, the narrating “I” and the narrated “I” contradict with one another about the way they view the war and the American soldier. The contradictions make the memoir a culturally significant work revealing the influence of prewar interpellation on the American soldier. Focusing on these contradicting depictions and making use of the sociological conception of interpellation, this article will analyze the role of interpellation in the identity formation of the author.
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**Introduction**

The events of September 11, 2001, as Nancy Ehrenreich put it, rendered both male and female Americans “emasculated”, a term she uses for those who experienced “a humiliating loss of power”.¹ The events caused a move towards militarism and a longing for the “romanticized” view of soldiers who would display the greatness of the nation.² 9/11 instigated a re-masculinization of the nation. The “hegemonic masculinity” of the 1990s based on economic achievement was no longer valuable. In this new atmosphere, “strong men in uniform replaced corporate billionaires”.³ Such a challenge on American masculinity was naturally going to breed images other than those of figures in uniforms. Action was required. Therefore, playing the “heroic rescuer” of Iraqi people and defining Saddam Hussein with a “toxic masculinity” would help to restore the “lost territory” of traditional masculinity.⁴ The male other would be “demonised, feminised and dehumanised”, whereas the female other would be saved by the “morally and physically superior, and ultimately legitimate in pursuing military intervention”.⁵ To complete the reconstruction of the national

identity, the identity of the American soldier was soon realigned. “The Soldier’s Creed” which has been taken as the embodiment of the American soldier for so long was modified to adapt the American soldier to the post 9/11 environment. The original four lines—“I will always place the mission first. / I will never accept defeat. / I will never quit. / I will never leave a fallen comrade”—were expanded by General Schoomaker to eleven lines that hailed the American soldier as “a warrior”. Embodying the merits of “obedience, loyalty and physical and mental toughness”, which are suggestive of the traditional masculinity, the American soldier was now the “guardian of freedom and the American way of life”. The military was expected to be “a modern analogue to the frontier masculinity that allowed a man to test his physical and mental abilities—economic independence and breadwinner status, dominance and mastery through technology, and hybrid masculinity, which combines egalitarianism and compassion with strength and power”.

During the war in Iraq (2003-2011), American politicians and military authorities have defined American soldiers as citizens who have certain characteristics and roles. Such interpellation leads to a symbolic interaction within the professional group as well as within individuals,
making the authors feel the pressure to fit their behavior in the symbolic
definition of the American provided by the authorities. In Ryan Smithson’s
2009 Iraq War memoir *Ghosts of War: The True Story of A 19-Year-Old GI*,
being interpellated into a certain subject position forces Smithson into
an ideological position. Many war narratives reflect this pressure whether or
not they support the war. In Smithson’s memoir, however, the narrating “I”
and the narrated “I” contradict with one another about the way they view
the war and the American soldier. Focusing on these contradicting depictions
and making use of the sociological conception of interpellation, this article
will analyze the role of interpellation in the identity formation of the author.

**Reading Ryan Smithson’s *Ghosts of War* with a Focus on Identity
Formation**

Ryan Smithson’s 2009 memoir presents the Iraq War experience of a
nineteen-year old soldier. The author defines his work as a memoir that is
made up of “words we use every day”, but claims that they are the “words
of a heart, the silhouettes of a generation”. He calls his words as “[his]
silhouettes”, where, in between them, there is “the resilient silence of humanity... [his] silence”. His definition could be interpreted as a claim of
having written a universal testimony on the war. The cover of the work
presents Smithson as a silhouette which is fading away with a dissatisfied
look on his face, as if he is a “ghost of war” befitting the title of his work.
The title, together with the cover designed for the memoir, cause the readers
expect an anti-war memoir. Yet, the nature of the memoir proves to be
ambiguous with the rhetorical question “If I don’t do something, who will?”
on the cover, a question which suggests that the author has internalized the
role offered for the American soldier. The incongruity between these key
elements of the book cover foreshadows the contradicting definitions of
identity in the work.

The memoir is divided into three parts under the main titles “Red Phase”,
“White Phase” and “Blue Phase”, bringing together the colors of the
American flag. These phases refer to the first three weeks of sacrificing
freedom for learning one’s duty; the second three weeks of learning the
meaning of freedom, love of mission, heroism, camaraderie and dealing
with pressure; and the last weeks of learning humility, that “no one is ever
prepared for war”. The tone of the memoir, interestingly, shifts from bitter
and cynical to affirmative and propagandistic.
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Smithson decides to write the memoir thanks to the encouragement of a college professor who helps him compile his writings into a book. The book is a worthy read for its display of the transformation of the would-be-soldiers through the military training experience. Before he joins the military, Smithson sees freedom as “responsibility” and he “wasn’t sure if [he] was ready for all that”. During what he calls the red phase of basic training, however, he claims having learnt to “appreciate freedom”, because he lacked it. During the white phase, he develops a sense of belonging to the group. In the blue phase, finally, internalization of the given ideology via interpellation is complete. The boot camp experience narrated by the author proves to be an experience that changes how the narrator defines himself. Therefore, reading the memoir in relation to the influence of interpellation on identity formation would be relevant.

The Influence of the Boot Camp Experience on Smithson’s Identity Formation

Smithson’s narrated “I” in the beginning of the memoir often complains about the way soldiers are treated by the military authorities and is anxious about the process he is supposed to go through. However, as the narrative unfolds, his stance towards the war and his perception of self changes. The basic training at home subjected Smithson to a systematic brainwashing. Smithson thinks it turns him and his fellow soldiers into “pieces of equipment in an assembly line”, who are “worthless”, whose “mommy ain’t there” and who “are no different than any other rotting piece of compost in army fatigues”, who “are not wanted”, whose recruiters lied to [them]”, and who “should just go home”, since even “God Himself” cannot save them now. Now that the soldiers’ perceptions of self are completely “destroyed” and their clothes are taken and camouflage is given in exchange “to hide who [they] are and to make out of them ‘An Army of One’”, the transformation begins:

“They take who we are and flatten it, everything we think we know about it. They take it away so all we’re left is each other and the hair on our chinny-chin-chins. Then they give us a razor blade and tell us to shave …. Sitting in the barbershop chair, we get the hair cut off our heads like dogs at the vet. We watch in the mirror as our identity floats to the ground. We watch as the barber sweeps it up, puts it in the trash. Right where it belongs. The hair of a hundred
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recruits, a hundred other identities mixing and blending until they are all the same. We’re all the same.”

In the description of the military training experience above, the soldiers lose their identities composed of the ethnic, cultural, religious, political, intellectual and social and are given an occupational identity which is to be fed with the national identity discourse. The narrated “I” is depicted to be anonymized through the process of erasing the notions that make him a specific person. He favors this process as part of an attempt at making soldiers realize the importance of freedom for human beings, despite the fact that the tone of the quotation suggests a leaning more towards a complaint. In other words, as the narrating “I” of the text complains about the treatment during the basic training, the narrated “I”, under the influence of the interpellation, depicts the treatment as a necessary and crucial one for the sake of serving the nation. Smithson defines this phase as one which is “about reflection … about looking around and realizing how much all this means. This ground, this place we call a home. The space and time given to us for free. These people we call country men. And the way it feels to lose it all, to lose our free will”. Yet, his dissatisfaction is obvious when he depicts the way soldiers are being told “when to train when to push and when to pull, when to laugh (never) and when to cry (don’t even think about it) … and how to talk and how to sit and how to eat, and when to shower and when to shit” as part of the learning of duty which is “opposite of freedom”. If they sacrificed freedom, they would understand the worth of freedom and why they should fight, since the Iraq War aims to give Iraqi people freedom. Still, the narrating “I” cannot help but come up with a cynical depiction of the American soldier: “‘I serve my country’ is tattooed right across my forehead. I am a part of the all warrior circus. We are snarling clowns with spiked teeth and bleeding gums. We smell like rotten war paint”. As the quotation reveals, the narrating “I”, contrary to the narrated “I”, who is depicted as a defender of freedom, depicts Smithson as nothing more than “the property of the U.S. government”. The discontent narrating “I” makes a more pessimistic comment about his low self-esteem and lack of free will in the following lines:

“I am only one of these simple GIs, and I am nothing special. I am a copy of
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a copy of a copy. I’m that vague, illegible, pink sheet on the very bottom of carbon paper stacks. They will not make movies about me. There will be no video games revolving around my involvement in the war. When people write nonfiction books about the Iraq War, about the various battles and changes of command, I will not be in them. My unit will not be mentioned. We are not going to be part of any significant turning point in the war. We’re not going to bust down doors and search for weapons caches. We’re construction. We’re going to build crap. We’re not going to hunt for insurgents. Our job is to stay away from the enemy. Our job is small, a minute part of the larger picture. And I’m not even sure what this “larger picture” means. I’m not sure why we invaded Iraq. I am just a GI. Nothing special. A kid doing my job. A veritable Joe Schmo of the masses, of my generation. I am GI Joe Schmo.24

The quotation presents the narrator’s position in the war, making him think that his dreams of “accomplishment” in any field of life25 and his wish of becoming a hero are impossible to come true. The narrated “I” early in the memoir is described as “the average teenager” in Greenbush, New York. He is depicted to have blond hair and blue eyes and is “smaller than average build”. Like the rest of the high school students, Smithson is also narrated to be a “wannabe” who dream of being “rich”, “cool”, “hot”, “tough” and “self-confident”.26 His fictional heroes are “those valiant, stone-jawed warriors in World War II and Vietnam flicks. Maybe Matt Damon or Mel Gibson …. Maybe Willem Dafoe or Charlie Sheen”.27 For him life is “boring as hell”28 and high school is “so typical and predictable”.29 Members of his generation are desperately “trying to be something” they are not and thus, “restricting” their identities30 so much that even the “nonconformists conform”.31 In the beginning of his final year in college, Smithson “dread[s] going back to school” and wants to avoid “making all the decisions about the future”.32 He wants to “stay a kid” and delay the “real world” and taxes and mortgages and bills and insurance” for as long as he could. Still, he “long[s] for a purpose”.33 When he ruins his knee, he loses his chance to become a wrestler—his “last chance for
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accomplishment”. From that point on, the narrated “I” is depicted as a young man who feels that his generation has a “responsibility to do something”. Yet, despite coming from a family of soldiers, he decides to be a “weekend warrior”, which would refute his latter claims on taking responsibility for his generation. For the narrating “I” of the earlier parts of the memoir, being a “weekend warrior” is nothing more than a cure for purposelessness, a job which poses no risks, since he would not be fighting and would be “doing reconstruction”. Weekend warriors or the reserves usually drill one weekend per month and join a two-week mandatory annual training. Yet, the situation changes when the Iraq War begins. He is to be stationed in Iraq. Smithson records feeling “trapped in ruble” and so much under pressure that he feels as if the Twin Towers “fell on [him]”. To add to this, “[t]here was no easy way out” of service, since “desertion equals jail time” during times of war and one cannot “respectfully decline”. As his reaction shows, his feelings about war obviously do not harbor heroism in them. Still, the narrating “I” of the rest of the memoir would attribute a heroic mission to the narrated “I” and declares his decision of “[e]nlisting, volunteering, giving oneself for the greater good” and “abandon[ing] [his] family in the name of [his] country”, at the expense of contradicting with the negative reflections depicted earlier.

The Function of Interpellation in Smithson’s War Experience: Self-Regulation

Starting from the beginning of Smithson’s memoir, his involvement in the army is associated with the patriotic cause of protecting the country. The reason why he has decided to join the reserves is explained in these words: “My country had been attacked. My people had been attacked. Enlisting, volunteering, giving oneself for the greater good: that’s what you’re
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supposed to do in this situation. So I did it”. 45 His visit to the Ground Zero after the attacks is depicted to emphasize the same mission claimed:

“These tears for injustice, for impurity, for virtue, for love, for hate, for misunderstanding, for innocence, for guilt, for nothing, and for everything .... And that’s the problem I saw. America had given up. And that’s why the World Trade Center was allowed to fall. If I don’t do something, who will? I thought. I stopped crying. A month later I left for basic training.” 46

Despite the fact that the narrated “I” is presented as a patriotic American in the quotation above, in the same section of the book titled “Basic Training Part I”, the narrating “I” describes being in Iraq in words that contradict with the earlier enthusiastic mood adopted. He describes himself as the property of the “military world” where there is not a “neat little dotted line where one can write I respectfully decline”. 47 These words imply that he is doing what he does because he has no other choice—a fact that conflict with the narrating “I”s earlier claim of practicing free will in taking part in the mission. According to what the quotation suggests, Smithson regulates his behaviors according to the expectations in order to remain a respected member of the military community. He talks to the figures of authority even in their absence, which shows that he constantly feels in between the expectations and his own feelings. “Suck it up, I tell my mirror self like a drill sergeant”, he says and goes on: “I’m not doing this for you”. 48 Although he claims that he is doing what he does for the sake of his country, it is obvious that he has an inner conflict between his feelings and the expectations of the authority figures such as the drill sergeant. The narrating “I”, at this point, tries to view war and service from the point of view of the drill sergeant, antagonizing his critical and reluctant self in order to adapt his behaviors to the norms.

In the same section of the memoir, again in contradiction with the earlier claims of being a voluntary participant in the military action, being in Iraq is portrayed as “being on a new planet. It’s something other people do like curing world hunger. It’s something that’s not supposed to happen in real life. Not to [him]. It’s getting AIDS. It’s being broken down”. 49 Moreover, he feels Americans are “occupying” Iraq; hears that the CNN says the occupation is “wrong”, and “on some level, [he] know[s] it’s wrong”. 50
thinks that Americans are not wanted by the Iraqi people and that they hate him and “burn [his] flag and drag soldiers’ bodies through the streets”.51 At this point, he says, it is not his choice to be there either and that he is there “on order” at the expense of contradicting with his earlier claims on patriotic responsibility.52

As Smithson’s words reveal, the narrating “I” of the text often contradicts with the narrated “I”, who is depicted by the narrating “I” himself as a soldier who has adopted the heroic mission of serving his country and people under attack. Even in the absence of direct interpellation by a figure of authority, the generally accepted definitions of the American and the American soldier cause the narrating “I” regulate his behaviors in order to fit in them. In the last days of his basic training, however, a case, in which interpellation is directed to Smithson in specific, takes place:

“The recruiter shuts the car off and looks me straight in the eye. “Let me ask you something”, he says. “And be honest.” “Okay.” “Do you appreciate your freedom?” “Yes, of course.” “Do you appreciate your freedom so much that you’re willing to fight for it?” “Yes.” “Okay”, he says. “Do you appreciate your freedom so much that you’re willing to fight for the freedom of others?”

I think for a moment, really trying to answer this question honestly. “Yeah, I think so”, I say. “Yes.” “That, Smithson”, he says, “is why you deserve to wear this uniform. And I’m telling you right now, if that’s really the way you feel, then the army needs more soldiers like you in Iraq.”


“Those people deserve to be free”, he says.

He’s looking me straight in the eye, but his eyes are not even in the vehicle.”53

In the quotation above, his sergeant interpellates Smithson as a “defender of freedom” by asking him an almost rhetorical question. A negative response would surely not be appreciated by him. He declares Smithson to be the ideal American soldier of the Iraq War, who is willing to fight for other people’s freedom. This definition fits in the discourse used by
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politicians of the time to justify the Iraq War. The interpellation of the military authority figure is based, in this case, partly on the interpellation of politicians, whom stand for the “state apparatus” in Althusser’s terms.54 American politicians of the time favored strong and decisive leaders and Americans who are in unison with the government in terms of their approach to the war. Americans wereitized and the enemy was demonized. Revenge and punishment was necessary. The war was symbolically constructed “into a worldview” against an ambiguous group of enemies and an abstract notion of terrorism. The equation unfolded like this: supporting the war was patriotic; those who were not supportive were thus unpatriotic. Heroes are patriotic; therefore, in order to become heroes, service members had to support the war as well as the decisions of the government. The definition of heroism was expanded to include people working in fire or emergency services or people donating blood.56 Such an unwritten judgment system based on a play with symbols attempted “to bridge divided identities and reduce conflict and to eliminate critical approaches to governmental policies”.57 This outlook caused some service members to keep their views about the war to themselves, since they did not want to be marginalized in their national and military group.

The rhetoric mentioned above was also influential on Smithson’s memoir. Smithson’s narrated “I” of the beginning of the memoir is depicted as a soldier who is unwilling to take responsibility. Yet, once he is interpellated by the sergeant, he tends to perceive himself as an independent agent rather than a passive subject of ideology. This misperception causes individuals to think that their decisions are autonomous which in turn provides the continuity of the system.58 Interpellation, therefore, causes a misrecognition of the self.59

From the viewpoint of structural symbolic interactionism, which views social life in small local or institutional circles, society is made up of “organized systems of interactions and role relationships and as complex mosaics of differentiated groups, communities, and institutions, cross-cut by
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a variety of demarcations based on class, age, gender, ethnicity, religion, etc.” The military is a perfect example to this type of institutional circle. According to the symbolic interactionist approach of Erving Goffman, the definition of a certain situation determines the identities of the members of the group. Each member, in order to be part of the group, accepts the definitions provided and agree to behave accordingly. In Smithson’s case, the situation defined is the war itself and the narrator, regardless of his attitude toward the war, tries to fit in the role determined for him by the military group embodied by the sergeant. In Herbert Blumer’s terms, Smithson engages in “joint actions” that are “repetitive and stable.” The identities adopted are often valid in a specific place, which is the Iraqi warfront. The members have to behave in certain ways within the confines of this place, unless ordered otherwise. At the end of this process, individuals internalize the characteristics attributed to the members of the group. Identities are mutually decided upon, once roles are adopted. As symbolic interactionism based on Goffman’s theatrical model suggests, a team is a set of individuals who agree upon a group of definitions. Every member of the group knows that their fellows do not originally have the required qualities as in the case of Smithson. Yet, they assume that everyone actually “possess” these qualities. At some point, performers themselves also consider their fostered behaviors as real, becoming both performers and the audience of their behaviors. As the memoir proceeds, Smithson’s attitude is observed to parallel Goffman’s model.

Once the basic training is over, Smithson appears to have regulated his behaviors according to the ideal American soldier image drawn by the sergeant and this, in turn, changes his descriptions of the narrated “I”. The narrated “I”, has now internalized the given ideology via interpellation, even if, from time to time, the feelings and experiences reflected by the narrating “I” point to a dissatisfaction with military training as well as the war experience that would follow. Yet, the adopted identity makes individuals respond to certain cases in “expected” ways as a result of imagining possible

---
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reactions to certain stimuli. This is called self-regulation. The boot camp, in the light of this definition, could be considered as the platform of learning about self-regulation under the repressive control of the “military apparatus”. Symbolic interactionists agree upon the existence of two forms of self-regulation. The first occurs at significant-other-related situations, and the second occurs as a result of “strategic responses aimed at defending the self and one’s relationship in the face of threat”. The significant others are Smithson’s fellow soldiers and the military authority figures and the threat mentioned could be a punishment of some sort. Goffman, in his famous work, *The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life* (1959), names the target of such threat: the strength and definition of the team. In order not to be criticized or condemned, the member would engage in “joint actions” to fit in the group. Likewise, Smithson fulfills the requirements of his role in order to protect himself, since answering sergeant’s question negatively or not embracing the “common” cause would automatically make him a “bad” soldier, as well as an “unAmerican”, inhumane or an indifferent one.

In the process of self-regulation, the “me”, of the individual identity is shaped by the “I” taking into consideration the expectations, definitions and symbols created by significant others such as the family, ancestors and religious/political authorities/institutions. In short, there is no “me” at birth. V. M. Ames’ explanation of the relationship between the “I” and the “me” might be useful at this point:

“The “I” is spontaneous, impulsive, ceaselessly venturing, not only out in the world, but confronting the “me” in dialogue. The “me” is the result of dealing with other people. It is an internalization of the community, with its institutions, whereas “I” remains more isolated, more untamed, though cautioned and controlled by the “me”. On the other hand, the “me” is constantly prodded by the “I” which breaks away to say and do more as less unexpected things in society; while society in turn is constantly being stirred up and tested by fresh impetus from the “I” of each of its members. The plunging and daring “I” is civilized and guided, also given opportunities, incentives and support by society. But there is always an unstable equilibrium between society, representing what has been achieved or bugled in the
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past, and exploring reforming, revolutionary “I”. This sets the problem and promise of education confronting parents and teachers, and statesmen.71

Ames’ explanation confirms the definition of life writing proposed by Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, according to which, the “I” of symbolic interactionism is the active narrating “I” and the “me” is the passive narrated “I”. It is the ideological “I” of Smith and Watson that causes the “I” of symbolic interactionism to shape the “me” in the manner explained above.72 In parallel to the process of developing relational identities, many scholars in the field of life writing agree that autobiographical acts are “relational” or “routed through others”.73 Befitting the view point of symbolic interactionism, the “me” (the narrated “I”) of Smithson’s memoir has become what it is as a “result of dealing with the other people”.74 He is “constantly prodded by the ‘I’” (the narrating “I”) and does “less unexpected things” due to being interpellated,75 while the “I” (the narrating “I”) of the text is “spontaneous, impulsive, ceaselessly venturing”, “out in the world”, “isolated, more untamed though cautioned and controlled by the ‘me’” since it follows the “joint actions” of the military group he identifies with.76 Interpellation transforms Smithson into a subject through internalization of the identity promoted and causes a “misrecognition of the self”.77 Through sergeant’s interpellation, who is the embodiment of the repressive state apparatus, ideology is spread by coercive force.78 By the end of the narrative, as a result of interpellation, Smithson gives an unflinching definition for his identity. Now, the narrating “I” presents the narrated “I” as the ideal American soldier, fitting in the definitions provided by American politicians and military authorities mentioned earlier:

“What will you say to your mother, your child, your wife when they say, ‘You know, I’m really upset that you’re still in the military’?” asks the readjustment expert.

“So am I”, I say.
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My response breaks the blank stares, and the room erupts in laughter. Then, pretending to be my family again, he asks me, “‘Well, then, honey, why are you still in?’”

“Because it’s our duty”, someone says. And that’s it.79

The quotation provides a definition of Smithson’s claimed identity. In it, he presents himself as the American soldier for whom duty matters more than anything else. The narrated “I”, in the final pages of the memoir, is depicted to have completely internalized the given ideology via interpellation, and is depicted as a soldier that has gone to war “because of the bazooka cat” an Iraqi child has given him—a rabbit’s foot that resembles a cat—in exchange for a bottle of Gatorade. The quotation suggests that he has taken part in the war for the sake of the children in Iraq and the children of his country.80 Giving up his previously questioning attitude towards the war, the narrated “I” of the end of the memoir turns to a cliché and claims having lost his “innocence of childhood” as a result of the war.81 He also dwells on religion to justify both the war and the identity he claims, religion being another ideological state apparatus at work during the war.82 Throughout the narrative, Smithson is skeptical about drill sergeants’ stance on religion and quotes them saying “There’s no such thing as an atheist in a foxhole”.83 In the end, however, he acknowledges that there is “something out there bigger than [himself]”.84 He says he is “grateful for war, for the ghosts …. for the worst in humanity, because it’s the closest [he]’ll ever get to understanding the best in humanity”.85 His words suggest that he thinks the evil in others has brought out the best in him and his fellow soldiers. He also realizes that “God is the one with a sick sense of humor”, which he thinks makes the soldiers “Godlike”.86 As these words of his reveal, the narrating “I”, in this section of the memoir, acknowledges the existence of God, and while doing so, claims part of His power as an American soldier himself. Mentioning the potential he sees in himself to “save the world”,87 the narrated “I”, to the readers’ surprise, describes his relation to the war with reference to religion.
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Conclusion

Through the process of telling life stories, authors, consciously or unconsciously, shape and reshape their identities. Therefore, Smithson’s narrative could be read “for what it does” as well as what it says, since through the identity making process, works of life writing “encode or reinforce particular values in ways that may shape culture and history”.88 American politicians and military authorities have attributed Americans soldiers certain characteristics and roles before and during the war in Iraq. Such interpellation leads to a symbolic interaction within the group as well as within oneself, making the authors feel pressured about fitting their behaviors in the symbolic definition of the American provided by these authorities. In Ryan Smithson’s 2009 Iraq War memoir *Ghosts of War: The True Story of A 19-Year-Old GI*, being interpellated into a heroic American soldier forces him into the ideological position of supporting the war and the American mission. Many war narratives reflect this pressure whether or not they support the war. In Ryan Smithson’s memoir, however, the narrating “I” and the narrated “I” contradict with one another about the way they view the Iraq War and the American soldier. These contradictions result from interpellation and make the memoir a culturally significant work revealing the influence of prewar interpellation on the American soldier. It is possible to observe the influence of interpellation on identity formation in *Ghosts of War* by focusing on the contradicting depictions of the narrating and narrated ‘I’ s and making use of the sociological conception of interpellation.

Once interpellation takes place, Smithson claims “the role of generalized others”.89 His memoir narrates the process in which American soldiers are, in Blumer’s words, “created, affirmed, transformed and cast aside”.90 In order to keep his anonymity, to be labeled fit, to be included or respected, Smithson adjusts his behaviors to the behavioral patterns of the group. In other words, he engages in self-regulation, even if he cannot completely “silence” his narrating “I” in the memoir. The silhouette he draws in the narrative, places the narrated “I” of the text as the “ghost of the war” who is “everywhere and nowhere” in the text befitting the ideological “I” it is the product of.
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